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Comedy / 6m, 2f / Int. This classic comedy opens as a group of the guys assembled for cards in the

apartment of divorced Oscar Madison. And if the mess is any indication, it's no wonder that his wife

left him. Late to arrive is Felix Unger who has just been separated from his wife. Fastidious,

depressed and none too tense, Felix seems suicidal, but as the action unfolds Oscar becomes the

one with murder on his mind when the clean-freak and the slob ultimately decide to room together

with hilarious results as The Odd Couple is born. "His skill is not only great but constantly

growing...There is scarcely a moment that is not hilarious." - The New York Times "Fresh, richly

hilarious and remarkably original. Wildly, irresistibly, incredibly and continuously funny." - New York

Daily News --This text refers to the Preloaded Digital Audio Player edition.
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Simon released his 20 year later version of the 1965 play and 1968 movie in book form only (to my

knowledge) - and after the first spray of Lysol we get excited about where to see this "live", is there

a DVD?Upside, the Funniest Trivial Pursuit game imaginable (the female "poker game"); early

scenes really gut-bustin' as "Unger" (Florence) arrives at Olive's New York pad (we assume not far

from the Central Park location of the guy's version) - and establishes material order while destroying

everything non-material - namely, the psychological state of her best friends, especially the "female

version" of "Murray the Cop", who, with whistle in hand, loses it before everyone else!Frankly, it's

tough to separate Art Carney, Walter Matthau, Jack Klugman, Tony Randall, etc., from the

proceedings, but the play does stand alone, ultimately.Downside: I think Olive ("Oscar") needs



some more "believability"..I don't get that she's all that current-events or sports-minded. And unlike

her male counterpart from 1965, she is *aware* that she is a slob (of sorts).Downside, continued: a

long, draggy scene with the "Male" version of "The Pidgeon Sisters" - two Brothers from Spain,

upstairs neighbors from the "old world", contrasting with the "new world" of independent American

women. Stereotypical drivel, which would have been rejected by Burns and Allen in 1939, from page

60 to page 70. Neil...why?And there's more: "Japanese" and "African" references to make *Archie

Bunker* wince.Overall, for deep or casual fans of Neil Simon, this is good, well-intentioned fun. May

even wanna try it on for size at a theatre group.

The classic male version of the Odd Couple transferred to the female gender does work but does

require an adaptation of both mechanics and mental processes. The basic plot from the male

version of two well-meaning friends, each with marriage breakups, agreeing to share an apartment

with the subsequent discovery of incompatible living routines remains intact as does the theme of

taking honest responsibility for oneÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s calculated offensive actions without a blame

being shifted for self-justification purposes. Notable changes are the opening scene the poker game

with beer being changed to trivial pursuit and more allusions to the subject of sex. However, there is

the same amicable resolution of the progressively intolerable living situation at the end. In

comparison of the two versions, an interesting difference in the male vs. female thought process can

be detected, i.e. the male propensity to solve a problem a problem quickly vs. the female propensity

to first decide how they feel about a problem before taking any steps toward its solution. On stage,

this may make the female version more interesting. I elected for the four-star rating as I thought

dialogue a little more pointed at the gender thought process difference would be a good enhance of

the script. However, a good director should be able to make up the difference with creative

non-verbal communication. This play is a wonderful comedy for small theaters both amateur and

professional.

what a wonderful writer

I have been watching the current tv show. No one can replace or be better than klugman and

Randall. Matthau and Lemon are a close second! Simon is a one of the great playwrights of

American theater. This is a great jumping off point for any fan of the show.

Neil Simon's "The Odd Couple" is a classic American comedy about two very different men thrown



together at a turning point in their lives. The interplay between them and the supporting characters

makes a fun experience for both the cast and audience. The copy I received from  was in new

condition and will be very helpful in preparing for our upcoming run of this delightful play.

Perfect for our scene in Class! Would recommend!

Needed this for a class. Fantastic.

A used version, it was generally what I expected, although there was more writing in it that stated.
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